War, terrorism,
human rights,
poverty of many,
people,
waste of resources,
Pollution ...
are all problems
encountered at the
planetary level,
exceed states
competency,
need world
democratic solutions.

The world's future is everyone's duty. Thousand of
individuals and associations try to sound their voices
and scream the world's distress ,elaborate proposals
that they try to develop but their efforts remain
insufficient and fragile and often without to morrow
This forces of denunciation and the proposals need
law reinforcement .A world law based on democracy
and able to act for the preservation of the planet,
survival of human kind and the defence of everyone's
right are missing.
The peoples' Congress, institution created by the
decision of 100.000 electors
in 120 countries
proposing to day to organisations and individuals who
wish to ,a space for dialog and projects :
"The Peoples' Congress Consultative Assembly"

MEET
WORK TOGETHER
ELABORATE PROPOSALS
ACT
PROGRESS TOWARDS
WORLD DEMOCRACY

Who can participate in the Consultative assembly ?
•
•
•
•

World citizen organizations: registry centers, study groups, specialized associations; Organizations agreed
by the Peoples' Congress and the organizations that participated in the last Peoples' Congress elections.
The "mundialised "communities
The organizations which signed a world charter
The registered World Citizens and some individuals who are authorized to participate to a permanent
forum on the internet.

On which basis ?
•

A shared plate-form and by-laws are the reference for a horizontal and transnational collaboration.

How ?
•

Forums, reunions, seminars and networking, meetings, according to the initiatives and the different
particularities of the inviting organizations.

What is the Peoples' Congress?
It is the representation of world Democracy or at least a
small part of the people who were registered on the world
electoral lists from 1949 to 1998. Because of this elections
that included 100.000 people from 120 countries the
peoples' congress is represent at the present by 39
delegates .Since the October 2003 reform, the Peoples'
Congress delegates mandate lasts 9 years .The Peoples'
Congress is renewable by third every 3 years.
The next election will take place in 2007.

This union would contribute to the
exchange of experiences and
aspirations that they could submit to
their elected representatives who
could where there is a problem solve
it by law and right : the right of the
human being ,the right of human kind ,
the right of the future generations and
of course the human responsibilities
that go with it.

What are the mission and the role of the Peoples'
congress?
The Peoples' Congress has as main mission to open the way
to world democracy. Its long term goal is to organize the
World Constituent Assembly. But without waiting for such
a result the Peoples' Congress takes already public
positions on current issues that could jeopardize the future
of the human community and the planet .It establishes and
validates Institutions who reflect and act on world issues .It
can also take charge of other action in the world interest .

Creations of the Peoples' Congress
Ø (1977)" Mundialist" Studies Institute
Ø (1980) Information and Press Mundialist Agency
Ø (1982) World Community against Hunger
Ø Peoples' Congress Consultative Assembly (2004)
More information :

http://www.recim.org/kdp

Contact list:
ASCOP :
English:

Liliane Metz-Krencker
6 rue St-Fridolin
67200 STRASBOURG (France)
lilianemk@aol.com
PEOPLES’ CONGRESS :
Jean Marc Zan
4 Avenue Gallieni
FR 91800 Brunoy
jmzl@free.fr
WORLD CITIZEN REGISTRY :
66 boulevard Vincent Auriol
FR 75013 PARIS
info@recim.org

www.recim.org/ascop

Peoples' Congress Consultative Assembly:

The Mulhouse charter
We, the members of the Peoples' Congress Consultative Assembly consider that the human family dignity and its equal
and inalienable rights should be recognized and should be the basis for freedom, justice and peace in the world.
We know:
That there is frequent opposition between national and the people of the world interests as well as the absence of a
trans-national authority democratically elected to protect them ;
That hunger and poverty and wars are not inevitable but the consequence of the political organization of the planet ;
That there is a necessity to build societies which are democratic, just, durable and peaceful ;
That the world problems need global solutions respectful of the diversity of the human family ;
That man put in jeopardy the wealth of our planet because of the abusive exploitation of the soil, the underground
and the sea ;
That individuals or groups of individuals act in a very egocentric way and do not care for others especially if they
are far away.
We Want:
To participate to the creation of a world democratic parliament which is already represented by the Peoples'
Congress ;
To promote peace, refusal of discriminations, equality in front of the law and a spirit of solidarity ;
To create a space for exchange and reflection, open to every one and to contribute to the construction of a better
world linking initiatives taken here and there ;
To enrich each others from our diversity in order to find our similarities Link our reflections to experimentation
and to concrete actions in the field ;
To protect the wealth and biodiversity of our planet for future and present generations ;
To make each individual and groups of individuals responsible for the welfare of others and the harmonious
development of the planet.
We Ask:
Each organization and each individual whose ideals are "mundialist" and democratic to join the Consultative
Assembly at the Peoples' Congress in order to built a better world united, multi-cultural and peaceful .
Mulhouse, October 3, 2004

The subscribers - members of ASCOP :
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Algeria : International Union of African Journalists, North Africa and Maghreb Office - UIJA
Benin : Benin Center for Development and basic initiatives - CBDIBA
Burkina Faso : Youth Solidarity Association - AJS ; Support circle for Assistance in Training and Employment - CAFES.
Congo : Planetary community villages of Mont-Sagesse and M’Fa
R.D. Congo R.D. : Volunteer association for rural self promotion - AVOLAR ; Mundialist community of Kalonge ; World
Solidarity—Act Together - SAME.
India : World Constitution and Parliament Association - WCPA—Asia
France : Over Rhein Alliance Oberrhein - ARSO - World Citizen House - MCM ; Association for Promotion of Solidarity ;
French Registration Center of World Citizens ; Europe Democracy Esperanto ; La Grande Relève ; Movement Citerrien ;
International Emergency Action - AUI ;
Senegal : Registration Center of World Citizens ;
Switzerland : WeltbürgerInnen (Association of swiss german speaking world citizens)
United States : Global Peoples Assembly.
Transnational : Coalition for a World Parliament and a World Democracy ; Community of World Citizens CWC ;
International Liaison Council for a World Authority on Environment - CILAME ; The Esperantian City ;
Registry of World Citizens - RECIM ; World Community against Hunger - WCH.

If you are an association or an individual, willing to participate in the Consultative Assembly of the Peoples’ Congress,
please send an email to lilianemk@aol.com and dan.cdm@recim.org, visit the Consultative Assembly’s site at http://www.recim.org/ascop,
and send the form below to:
World Citizens / ASCOP, Daniel Durand, treasurer, Les Nids, 49190 ST AUBIN DE LUIGNE, FRANCE

APPLICATION FORM

NAME OF THE ORGANISATION: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Or

_____________________________________ CITY: _________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FIRST NAME: ____________________________________________ LAST NAME: _____________________________________________________________
ADRESS:
POSTAL CODE:

_____________________________________________

COUNTRY: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tel:

(date), (place)
Signature (and seal of the organisation)

Email: ___________________________________________________ Website: __________________________________________________________________

I hereby accept and sign the Mulhouse statement
and ask for membership in the Consultative Assembly of the Peoples' Congress.
(organizations) We agrees to an annual fee of € 20
and to invite our members to join the Consultative Assembly forum

Goals of the organization, area of activity, specific interests, proposals. ______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

